Elastic scattering is a basic process in nuclear collisions because it accompanies another reaction mechanism, and a thorough understanding of elastic scattering is a prerequisite for a valid description of nonelastic processes. In heavy ion collisions, the wavelength of relative motion is small as compared to the characteristic lengths of the interaction potential. Therefore, heavy ion collisions can frequently be treated in the classical limit. The classical deflection function is a basic and fruitful tool for describing elastic scattering in heavy ion collisions.
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Elastic scattering is a basic process in nuclear collisions because it accompanies another reaction mechanism, and a thorough understanding of elastic scattering is a prerequisite for a valid description of nonelastic processes. In heavy ion collisions, the wavelength of relative motion is small as compared to the characteristic lengths of the interaction potential. Therefore, heavy ion collisions can frequently be treated in the classical limit. The classical deflection function is a basic and fruitful tool for describing elastic scattering in heavy ion collisions. [1−3] In this Letter, the experimental data of elastic scattering differential cross section of weakly bound nucleus 17 F on 208 Pb target are presented and analysed. We find that the fitting of the experimental angular dispersion plot ln(dσ/dθ) versus θ 2 of elastic scattering products is out of line, there is a turning point with two different slopes at small angle. The turning point corresponds to a cross section singularity in the classical deflection function. It is clarified as a nuclear rainbow angle. The exotic behaviour of the nuclear rainbow angle provide a new probe to identify the abnormal structure of weakly bound nuclei.
The experiment was performed [4] with the Ra- In heavy ion peripheral collisions an expression of angular dispersion has been suggested by Strutinsky [5] and it is widely used in the analysis of experimental data. [6−12] The differential cross section (dσ/dθ) at a small angular range can be formulated as
For a peak-forward angular distribution, there is θ 0 = * Supported by the National Natural 
In Eq. (2), the logarithm of the differential cross section ln(dσ/dθ) is a linear function of the square of the scattering angle θ 2 . Both the quantities of the differential cross section (dσ/dθ) and the scattering angle θ can be directly measured in an experiment. In the plane of ln(dσ/dθ) vs θ 2 , the slope represents the socalled angular dispersion parameter ξ. The angular dispersion ξ is determined by both the quantal dispersion coefficient ξ q and the dynamic quantity ξ r ,
For a pure Rutherford scattering, the nuclear interaction and then the dynamic angular dispersion is negligible, there is only quantal angular dispersion. However, there are both quantal angular dispersion and dynamic angular dispersion due to nuclear interaction in heavy ion elastic scattering. This is a very important different behaviour, there is a sole slope for the pure Rutherford scattering without the nuclear reaction, and there is another different slope for the elastic scattering including the nuclear reaction. As soon as there has been an evolution from a pure Rutherford scattering to elastic scattering including the nuclear reaction, there is a slope change in the angular dispersion plot of ln(dσ/dθ) vs θ 2 . In order to test and to verify our experimental results, we collect the available original elastic scattering experimental data reported by other groups. [13−18] Their angular dispersion trends as shown in Fig. 2 are deduced from the original experimental data of differential cross section angular distribution for the halo nuclei 6 He at 29.6 MeV and 27 MeV respectively, stable nuclei 6 Li at 73. Fig. 2 , there are two straight lines to fit the experimental data with two different slopes in the angular dispersion plane of ln(dσ/dθ) vs θ 2 . We call the angle as an angular dispersion turning angle θ tu corresponding to a turning point of two different slopes. As listed in Table 1 , the θ tu is at forward angular range within the grazing angle θ gr of the reaction system. The ratio between the θ tu and the θ gr are reduced about 0.20 for the halo and/or weakly bound nuclei and increase about 0.44 for the stable nuclei. Fig. 2 . Angular dispersion plots of ln(dσ/dθ) vs θ 2 in the c.m. system for elastic scattering products of (a) 6 He, (b) 6 He, (c) 16 O, (d) 4 He, (e) 6 Li and (f) 6 Li.
In the following we present a understanding of the angular dispersion turning angle based on a classical picture of deflection function in heavy ion collisions. The classical deflection angle θ as a function of the impact parameter b can be written [1−3] as
The distance of closest approach r min (b) can be obtained from energy and angular momentum conservation. For a given incident energy E, the deflection angles θ(b) are determined by the potential V (r). The first important step to calculate the deflection function is to structure a proper effective heavy ion interaction potential V eff (r) quantitatively. Supposing V eff (r) = V N (r) + V Clb (r), in addition to the Coulomb potential V Clb (r), a nuclear potential V N (r) is usually assumed to be attractive. For all of the reaction system we discussed in this study, the incident energies E are greater than the critical energy E crit , this means that in our case there are both the Coulomb rainbow angle and nuclear rainbow angle in the trajectory of the classical deflection function, as shown in Fig. 3 . [1] [2] [3] 21] By the way, as the classical trajectory leading to the Coulomb rainbow only grazes the nuclear surface, the Coulomb rainbow angle θ 1 is close to the grazing angle θ gr . [22] In addition, in the view of the dimension of scattering angle in the classical deflection function, for those elastic scattering products emitted in forward angles much smaller than the nuclear rainbow angle θ 2 as shown in Fig. 3 , there is only the Coulomb interaction. As soon as the scattering angle have increased to larger than θ 2 , there are two interaction potentials, nuclear and Coulomb, so that the point at θ 2 is a turning point of different reaction mechanisms, a pure Coulomb scattering and an elastic scattering with nuclear interaction. This is consistent with the slope change due to the contribution from the dynamic angular dispersion with nuclear interaction in the angular dispersion plot as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . This is to say, the angular dispersion tuning angle θ tu in Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds just to the nuclear rainbow angle θ 2 in Fig. 3 .
Nevertheless in our experimental measurement, the angular dispersion of elastic scattering products of 17 O on target 208 Pb are approximately on a straight line as shown in Fig. 1 , there is no angular dispersion turning angle observed. This is because too limited forward angular range less than 20
• is measured in the experiment and θ tu for 128 MeV 17 O+ 208 Pb is predicted about 25
• by the systematic analysis listed in Table 1 .
In our calculations to the classical deflection function, a real Woods-Saxon type is taken as our nuclear potential. In order to eliminate the uncertainty of the potential parameters, three quantities are used as a set of criteria: the grazing angle θ gr as the Coulomb rainbow angle, the angular dispersion turning angle θ tu as the nuclear rainbow angle and the critical angular momentum L cr as another limitative condition. As typical examples, Fig. 3 presents three calculation results of the classical deflection function. The related real potential parameters for all the seven reaction systems listed in Table 1 are given in Table 2 . In comparison of these potentials used in the calculation of the classical deflection function, there are obvious more diffuseness for the halo nucleus 6 He as projectiles than ordinary ones of 6 Li and 4 He, and for the weakly bound nucleus 17 F than the stable 16 O. It is still fortunate that these potential parameters are unique in the calculation to the deflection function for a fixed reaction system with the three limitative conditions θ gr , θ tu and L cr motioned above. If these three limitative conditions are reasonable, then it should be reflected by a positive result to fit the differential cross sections of elastic scattering. The differential cross sections of these elastic scattering data have been fitted with the search version of computer code FRESCO [23] using the optical model, where the real parts were fixed using the results of the analysis of the classical deflection functions, as is listed in Table 2 , and three parameters of the imaginary parts of a Woods-Saxon form are varied to fit the experimental data. Very good fittings are obtained, as shown in Fig. 4 for scattering of 4 He, 6 Li, 16 O and 6 He at 27 MeV. The resulting parameters of the imaginary parts are listed in Table 2 He at 29.6 MeV could not be fitted using such a simple optical model, maybe because higher order effects, such as the coupling to the breakup channels, play an important role in their scattering processes and require more sophisticated analysis, such as those in Ref. [13] .
In summary, differential cross sections for elastic scattering products of 17 F on 208 Pb at 141 MeV has been measured at θ lab from 6
• to 20
• . The angular dispersion plot of ln(dσ/dθ) versus θ 2 is obtained from the angular distribution of the elastic scattering differential cross sections. Systematic analysis on the angular dispersions has been performed by using classical deflection function of elastic scattering for the available experimental data. The results indicate that: (1) The nuclear rainbow angle for such reaction systems can be determined by measuring differential cross sections of elastic scattering at forward angular range and analysing the angular dispersion. (2) There is an exotic behaviour, smaller angular dispersion turning angle and more diffuseness in the nuclear potential, for the halo nuclei as the projectiles in elastic scattering. (3) Analysis of angular dispersion may provide a way to determine a set of reasonable optical potential parameters to fit the experimental data of elastic scattering differential cross sections.
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